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Many thanks for taking the time to explain. I'm sure that
you are right and I'm going to try it. I'm reasonably new to
this, so you must forgive my ignorance. Thanks for the
reply. A: I always use this code when import file from
sdcard: import java.io.File; public class
CustomZipInputStream extends InputStream { private File
file; public CustomZipInputStream(File file) { super(null);
this.file = file; } @Override public int read() throws
IOException { int bytesRead; bytesRead = file.read(); if
(bytesRead >= 0) { return bytesRead; } throw new
EOFException(); } } There are many ways to do this kind of
thing, but this is the most simple way. A: Welcome to
Stackoverflow, you can't do that, it's impossible you can't
extract a zip on a FAT formatted sdcard. What you can do is
to read first the file to a byte[], then extract each file to a
temporary directory and move them when they complete to
a final location. byte[] readedData=null; File[]
readedFiles=null; try { readedFiles=File.listFiles(sdcard);
readedFiles=sorted(readedFiles); for(File readedFile :
readedFiles) { ByteArrayOutputStream out=new
ByteArrayOutputStream(); InputStream input=new
FileInputStream(readedFile); d0c515b9f4
These are the people to work with. It also works great, we
did a lot of research with various tv tuners to figure out
which one was best for us. The company that built it
actually had many different models that we thought were
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very similar, so we just went with what we felt was best for
us. Also, the driver support that we used with our tuner was
from the same company. It seems pretty straightforward...
:) dvdrip's checksum functions are very simple, those like to
be simple. You'll find the Linux version of TMC if you search
'TMPlayer' in synaptic. 'S-video passthrough' is no problem,
you just have to pass through the HDMI signal to your
monitor. It may be possible to do this using v4l-dvb-usb/dvbusb-af9015.ko and v4l-dvb-core/dvb-core-af9015.ko from
the dvb-apps package. The tuner module should already be
loaded. The V4L-DVB module (v4l-dvb-core) seems to
handle the vast majority of commercial tuners, (or at least
the ones I've tested so far) so I'm confident it'll work.
'Webbrowser' is a really simple and very fast browser. . I've
heard of a graphics-based media player from Samsung,
which I can't think of the name of at the moment. Might be
the first thing I install on my OS-less new PC... Slacko and
Puppy are quite similar in design, although Slacko is one of
the fastest (in terms of response to mouse clicks) distro's
I've used, and is much cleaner and tidier than Puppy. Many
modern DVR's use MAC OS or one of the BSD flavors
(FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, etc) and these can usually be
used on a Linux PC with little modification. So you might be
able to use it like a DVR (with a set-top box). Diablo 2 is a
32-bit game; you'll have to use an emulator
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